FRENCH INDO-CHINA
removed from their control and administered by an irresponsible and
shifting administration.  When the Metropole sends a
Governor-General to  Indo-China  who  knows  nothing  about  the
country, or	recalls him for trivial reasons, it paralyses the whole
country by dissipating the state's moral credit, and it destroys confidence
in the development of a coherent native policy. Then certain emotional
Governors have been carried away oratorically to promise more than
the	would carry out, or their speeches have been mis-
or misconstrued. All these things arouse native ambitions
to have them become embittered by non-fulfilment. The promise
of collaboration, inherent in the Protectorate ideal, was as much
as the Japanese victory of 1905 for making Annamites turn
on their own culture in order to adopt that of the West,
They are naturally the first to point out hypocrisy in the disparity
promise aad accomplishment, and their specific insistence on
civil	has more than once forced the hand of the government.
Native  representation,   naturalisation—both  political   and   personal
were the realistic issues around which the struggle has been
fought.
The         of native representation was part of the baggage of the
it was first introduced the natives were
dumbfettaded* One Masonic functionary even went so
far as to	throughout the country thousands of copies of die
of	When the Cambodians were told to send representatives
to an,	they thought It       a new form of requisitioned labour:
the	to it as a novel tax. The exigencies of
as        as the niisiiiMlerstaiKiing of the natives, resulted in
a	of this legacy from the French Revolution.
de	created in 1887, as, an advisory
for        budget^	had no native members, only high
Six years         two native Notables were added.
In	the	of members was Increased but without
The	year two more natives were added,
kit all         rtffl	by the Goraooir-GeaeraL In 1911 it became
the	J§	had now five native members and a
of	the aumeroiffi modifications that
did not	ribe	of native representatives. The
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